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Abstract

Platelet Rich Plasma, or PRP, is blood plasma with concentrated platelets and other growth factors. The concentrated platelets found in PRP contain huge reservoirs of bioactive proteins, including growth factors and signaling proteins that are vital to initiate and accelerate tissue repair and regeneration. These bioactive proteins initiate connective tissue healing in tissues such as meniscus (knee) and rotator cuff tissue, bone and articular cartilage regeneration and repair, promote development of new blood vessels, and stimulate the wound healing process. Platelet Rich Plasma therapy is a treatment option for various orthopaedic injuries and conditions, which have traditionally required surgery or other extensive treatments.

PRP with HPL is a technology that uses ingredients from your own blood to regenerate your skin and to rejuvenate collagen, resulting in vibrant, fresh younger looking skin. These ingredients reside within the fraction of blood named "Platelet Rich Plasma" (PRP). HPL is enriched with platelets, stem cells and growth factors. Once injected into your skin, these substances will accelerate the normal healing process via new collagen formation at the injected area. Because plasma (autologous) is used, there is no danger of disease transmission, anaphylaxis or neoplasia. PRP with HPL injections are 'bioactive' stimulators NOT a filler and it will increase collagen providing a gradual increase in skin thickness. Visible results appear after the first treatment session.

Platelet Rich Plasma (PRP) with HPL injections are effective for treating:
- The eye area
- Fine lines and wrinkles
- Improvement in skin tone & texture
- Full face rejuvenation
- Décolletage
- Dull dry skin
- Crepey neck
- Back of hands

Prp 2x is a new cutting edge technique which is 10 times more efficient than regular prp as it uses prp lysate. This new technique held us to extract and target the platelet cytoplasm directly hence helping to jump-start neo collagen genesis and the healing process.
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